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Synopsis

The Gettysburg Address and Other Writings: Deluxe Edition is a pocket-sized collection of Abraham Lincoln's best-known writings. It features the full text of the Gettysburg Address, the Emancipation Proclamation, his two inaugural addresses, and more. Bound in elegant bonded leather, and featuring distinctive gilt-edging, this decorative volume puts one of the most important documents in American history in the palm of your hand. This deluxe edition also features an 11" x 14" parchmented facsimile of the Gettysburg Address in Lincoln's own handwriting, suitable for framing.
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Customer Reviews

This volume includes the Gettysburg Address, both inaugural addresses, the "House Divided" speech, the Emancipation Proclamation, and many other examples of Lincoln's writings. Lincoln encapsulated the American spirit and this slim and handy volume does justice to the great man's ideas.

Nice binding - small print (as expected). Words from what is possibly our greatest President.
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